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ABSTRACT
Existing works suggest that random inputs and random features
produce good results in classification. In this paper we study the
problem of generating random rule sets from data streams. One of
the most interpretable and flexible models for data stream mining
prediction tasks is the Very Fast Decision Rules learner (VFDR). In
this work we extend the VFDR algorithm using random rules from
data streams. The proposed algorithm generates several sets of
rules. Each rule set is associated with a set of Natt attributes. The
proposed algorithm maintains all properties required when learning
from stationary data streams: online and any-time classification,
processing each example once.
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1. MOTIVATION
Important recent problems, such as medical diagnosis and doc-

ument retrieval, are often composed of many input variables. It
is not unlikely that the number of variables is in the hundreds or
thousands, with each one containing only a small amount of in-
formation. Consequently a single rule set might not be able to
achieve high performance and there might be a space for improve-
ment. There were significant improvements in classification accu-
racy reported in the literature by using random inputs and random
features. Therefore combining sets of rules using random features
can improve the performance.

In the work presented in [3] the authors introduced VFDR. In
this paper we present random rules from data streams (RR) which
is an extension of the rule set classifier for data streams VFDR.

2. RELATED WORK
In this section we briefly present some of the research literature

related to data streams, random forests and random prism.
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Decision rules from data streams. In [3] the authors present the
Very Fast Decision Rules algorithm. VFDR is designed for high-
speed data streams. It is a single pass algorithm that learns ordered
and/or unordered rules.

Random forests. This method was proposed in [1], and consists
of a collection or ensemble of simple tree predictors, each capable
of producing a response when presented with a set of predictor val-
ues. To determine the class of an instance, the method combines
the result of various decision trees using a voting mechanism.

Random prism. In [5] the authors present the Random Prism
algorithm. Random Prism classifier is inspired from the Prism fam-
ily of algorithms [2], the Random Decision Forests and Random
Forests approaches. Random Prism uses the PrismTCS (Target
Class Smallest first) [4] classifier as base classifier with some mod-
ifications called R-PrismTCS.

3. THE RANDOM RULES ALGORITHM
The algorithm’s main parameters are the number of rule sets

(Nrs) and the number of attributes (Natt), where Natt must be
less than the total number of attributes (M). Initially each rule set
is empty. Each rule set is associated with a subset ofNatt attributes
that are selected randomly from the set of M attributes. Natt is
held constant during the rule sets learning.

Every time a new training example is available the algorithm
generates a random number i between 0 and 1 for each rule set.
If the generated number i is greater than user defined threshold
Trnd (the random threshold), the algorithm proceeds with checking
whether for each rule set (RSj) the example is covered by any
rule from RSj , that is if all the literals of the rule are true for the
example. The rule is expanded using only the attributes of the RS
that the rule belongs to. To expand the rule we use the algorithm
proposed in [3]. If a labeled example is not covered by any rule of
any RS, the default rule is updated. The expansion of default rule
is performed as in the algorithm proposed in [3].

In the experimental study, we consider two classification strate-
gies: Random Rules without Naive Bayes (NB) (denoted as RR)
and Random Rules with NB (denoted as RRNB). The RR strategy
classifies a test example in the class that maximizes p(ck). The
RRNB strategy classifies a test example with the class that maxi-
mizes the posteriori probability given by naive Bayes.

4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
The main goal of this experimental evaluation is to study the be-

havior of the proposed algorithm in terms of performance compare
the advancement to the previous version.

The evaluation datasets include both artificial and real data. We
analyze the error-rate and Bias-variance decomposition.
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Algorithm 1: Random Rules Algorithm
Input:
M : Number of total attributes;
Nrs : Number of rules sets;
Natt : Number of attributes of each rules set;
Trnd Random threshold;
Nmin Minimum number of examples;

Result: Srs New main set of rules (Srs.size = Nrs)
begin

Let each RS ∈ Srs is empty, Srs ← {};
Let defaultRule ζ ← 0;
foreach RS ∈ Srs do

while number of attributes of RSj < Natt do
Attribute ~a = rand(Natt);
Natt ← Natt ∪ a;

foreach example (~x, yk) do
foreach RS ∈ Srs do

/* Generates a random number
between 0 and 1 */

if rand(i) > Trnd then
foreach Rule r ∈ RSj do

if r covers the example then
Update sufficient statistics of r;
if Number of examples in
ζrmodNmin = 0 then

r ← ExpandRule(r);

if No rule from any RS ∈ Srs triggers then
Update sufficient statistics of the defaultRule;
if Number of examples in ζmodNmin = 0 then

foreach RS ∈ Srs do
RS ← RS ∪ ExpandRule(defaultRule);

4.1 Experimental Results
We compare the performance of our algorithms with two other

algorithms existing in the literature, VFDR and VFDRNB [3] (in
this paper denoted as RC and RCNB respectively).

The Figure 1 summarize the error-rates of classifiers which sup-
port our hypothesis that the randomization of the process is ben-
eficial for the performance of the rule classifiers. The analysis of
Bias-variance is reported in the Figure 2. This analysis shows that
RR and RRNB generate stable predictive models.

We conducted experiments in real data. After the analysis we
conclude that the classifier RR and RRNB improve the performance
of the VFDR classifiers.

5. CONCLUSION
Learning random rules from data stream is an interesting ap-

proach that has not been widely explored by stream mining com-
munity. In this paper we introduced a new random rules classifica-
tion approach for streaming data (RR), which incrementally learns
from incoming examples and expands rules over time. RR con-
structs several sets of rules. The variability between the rules of
each set of rules is assured by associating each set of rules to a set
of Natt attributes randomly generated from the full attribute set. In
order to determine the class of an instance, the method combines
the results of several sets of rules through a voting mechanism. The
experimental results in artificial and real datasets clearly show the

Figure 1: Error rate of classifiers

Figure 2: Bias and variance of classifiers

advantages of this approach. RR is more competitive in terms of
error-rate and in terms of the bias-variance analysis than RC, the
state-of-the-art in streaming decision rule learning. RR generates
very stable predictive models concerning variations of the train-
ing set. We are working in extending this work to time-changing
streams.
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